



	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
Friday 20th March 2020


Dear Kenilworth,  

The Government have today announced that as of this evening Friday 20th March that all pubs, 
restaurants, cafes and bars must be closed to contain the spread of COVID-19.  Keeping our team 
and our guests safe and adhering to these guidelines is key to our approach and so it is with a 
heavy heart that we have closed the Virgins & Castle until further notice. 

This is a once in a generation moment - no one knows what the next few weeks and months will 
bring, we want to let you know our approach and what our plans are. 

Our primary aim is to get through this period of uncertainty and come out the other side, all 
together and picking up where we left off with our fantastic opening weekend. 

We have loved spending the last two weeks bringing The Famous Virgins & Castle back to life and 
we have been overwhelmed by the fantastic messages of support we have received from guests, 
residents of Kenilworth, visitors, friends and family. 

We are a pub for the community and we’ll continue to find ways to be there for our guests, be 
creative, be better together and of course be positive!  If there was a time we needed our values to 
guide us, then this is the time. 

Unfortunately we don’t know how long this will last, but we will come through it.  We’re all in this 
together.  The Virgins & Castle has been a pub for 457 years and we’d like to keep that going for a 
few years more…! 

Visit our website www.virginsandcastle.com, follow us on social media for updates on Facebook, 
Twitter and Instagram or call us on 01926 853 737 to find out what we’re doing, what our plans are 
or if you just want a chat 

Thank you once again for all of your support and we look forward to another re-opening in the not 
too distant future…and you know we throw a great opening party !! 

Take care, very best wishes and we look forward to seeing you all soon,  

Jonathan Carter-Morris 
CEO & Co-founder 
Virgins & Castle 

http://www.virginsandcastle.com

